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Refuge—
Say:
Nu is my refuge as Hadit my light;
and Ra-Hoor-Khu is the strength, force, vigour, of my arms.
Sound:
A— The unveiling of the company of heaven
A— I am uplifted in thine heart;
		
and the kisses of the stars rain hard upon thy body.
A— This shall regenerate the world, the little world my sister,
		
my heart & my tongue, unto whom I send this kiss.
Generating Bodhicitta—
Say:
Remember all ye that existence is pure joy;
that all the sorrows are but as shadows;
they pass & are done; but there is that which remains.
Say (3x):
All is pure and present, and has always been so.
To this realization I commit myself:
Pure and Total presence.
Dedication Vow—
Say:
I hereby dedicate my practice
of this Invocation of Ra-Hoor-Khuit
to the benefit of all beings, including myself,
and upon attaining to the realization that it gives,
I dedicate that power to aid all beings
to the supreme realization called Enlightenment.
Invoking Lineage—
Say:
I invoke those who have gone before me
I invoke the Shamans, the Magi and the Witches
Who founded my practices
I invoke the Orders that preserved and transmitted the Way
I invoke the Teachers who taught me the Way
Bless me, sustain me, empower me in my practice
For I am one of you, true heir and descendent
In me the Way lives, aid me!
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Empowerment by Ra-Hoor-Khut—
Say:
See:
Had!
Sound,
The manifestation of Nuit. and a golden Winged Globe appears before you
Nu!
the hiding of Hadit.

Sound, and the Globe folds its wings
and is wrapped in darkness like the night sky, hidden

Abrahadabra;
the reward of
Ra Hoor Khut.

Sound, and the darkness is riven by lightning
The Lightning Flash forms into Ra-Hoor-Khut,
with flesh of lapis lazuli, hair of jet,
red Egyptian garb with gold ornaments.

Adorning with Syllables-—
Sound:
HAD— On the Brow of Ra-Hoor-Khut appears a White Winged Globe
RE—		
At the Throat of Ra-Hoor-Khut appears a Red Solar Disk
NU—
At the Heart of Ra-Hoor-Khut appears a Blue Nu Pot
AL—		
At the Navel of Ra-Hoor-Khut appears a Golden Aleph-Lamed
Receiving Empowerment—
Say:
Who am I and what shall be the sign? So she answered him, bending down, a
lambent flame of blue, all touching, all penetrant, her lovely hands upon the black
earth, & her lithe body arched for love, and her soft feet not hurting the little
flowers: Thou knowest! And the sign shall be my ecstasy, the consciousness of the
continuity of existence, the omnipresence of my body [the unfragmentary nonatomic fact of my universality].
Sound:
HAD— Reach out to the White Winged Globe on the Brow of Ra-Hoor-Khut
with both of your hands. Lift it off Her brow (where it yet remains) and draw
it to your own, trailing light back to Hers. Place it on your brow and feel the
purification of your flesh pour throughout your body.
RE—		
Reach out to the Red Solar Disk at the Throat of Ra-Hoor-Khut and
draw it to your throat, whereupon appears a Red Solar Disk empowering your
speech and energy.
NU—
And again with the Blue Nu Pot at the Heart of Ra-Hoor-Khut, to your
heart whereon appears a Blue Nu Pot empowering your mind.
AL—		
Finally from the Golden AL at the Navel of Ra-Hoor-Khut draw to your
navel, whereon appears a Golden AL empowering your will.
Ah—
Sound, and Ra-Hoor-Khut and all realized beings sound with you. RaHoor-Khut dissolves from back to front until only the syllables remain which
then travel up the beams of light and unite with the syllables on you, granting
all empowerments and becoming of one taste with you. Rest.
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The Four Immeasurables—
Say:
Compassion is the vice of kings: stamp down the wretched & the weak: this is the
law of the strong: this is our law and the joy of the world.
Sound (4, 16, or 20x):
A— Awaken Loving Kindness—Compassion—Joy in their Joy—Equanimity
Toward: Yourself—All who are close to you—All who are connected to you—
			
All who you know of—To the non-objectified All
Entering the Ground of Being—
Say:
So with thy all; thou hast no right but to do thy will.
Do that, and no other shall say nay.
For pure will, unassuaged of purpose,
delivered from the lust of result, is every way perfect.
The Perfect and the Perfect are one Perfect and not two; nay, are none!
Sound:
Nun and you take on the godform of Nun or Nuit, i.e., anthropomorphic with a nupot (see Syllables of Adornment) on your head, while you observe the universe of
Form dissolving into the Formless Ocean of Nun.
Sound:
Nun and your body dissolves slowly from below into the Formless Ocean, leaving
only the spherical nu-pot.
Sound:
Nun and the nu-pot slowly dissolves from the bottom, through its girth, to its mouth
which dissolves off into the Void-Ocean of the Nun like the sound of a singing bowl.
Rest—
Conjuring the Godform—
Perceiving silently:
Then the priest answered & said unto the Queen of Space, kissing her lovely
brows, and the dew of her light bathing his whole body in a sweet-smelling perfume
of sweat: Out of the heartache of separating from the Whole of Being pray fervently
as did the Scribe—
Say:
O Nuit, continuous one of Heaven, let it be ever thus;
that men speak not of Thee as One but as None;
and let them speak not of thee at all,
since thou art continuous! Then imagine your whisper as her voice in response. . .
Say (whisper):
None, breathed the light, faint & faery, of the stars, and two.
For I am divided for love’s sake, for the chance of union.
This is the creation of the world, that the pain of division is as nothing,
and the joy of dissolution all.
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Sound:
AL—the syllable AL arises alone in and from the Void, self-luminous and metallic
Gold and hangs in space before you.
AL—golden, honeyed light radiates from the syllable throughout all Space and
returns on the inhale gathering up the power of Ra-Hoor-Khuit into the
syllable transforming it into a Golden Sphere or Egg.
AL—the light goes out from the syllable blessing all beings throughout space,
fulfilling their wills and dissolving the Golden Sphere, draining it from the top
down like a lake leaving in its midst the form of Ra-Hoor-Khuit enthroned on
a Rose.
Saluting the God—
Say:
Ra-Hoor-Khuit hath taken his seat in the East at the Equinox of the Gods…Hoor in
his secret name and splendour is the Lord initiating.
Adorning with Syllables—
Say:
Burn upon their brows, o splendrous serpent!
O azure-lidded woman, bend upon them!
Sound (all in one breath):
HAD—RE—NU—AL and a white winged globe appears on the brow of Ra-HoorKhuit, a red solar disk appears at His throat, a blue Nu pot appears at His heart,
with an “A’ inside it, and a gold AL appears at His navel.
With the next breath sound:
‘Ah’ from the small ‘A’ in the Nu pot. All is suffused with bliss, and the Gate of the
Duat opens before you.
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Calling the Knowledge Being (Khu)
Say or Sing:
I am a Lord of Earth, and I
The inspired forth-speaker of Heru;
For me unveils the veiléd sky,
The self-made use own name
Whose words are truth. I invoke, I greet
Thy presence, O Ra-Hoor-Khuit!
Unity uttermost showed!
I adore the might of Thy breath,
Supreme and terrible God,
Who makest the gods and death
To tremble before Thee:—
I, I adore thee!
Appear on the throne of Ra!
Open the ways of the Khu!
Lighten the ways of the Ka!
The ways of the Khabs run through
To stir me or still me!
Aum! let it fill me!
The light is mine; its rays consume
Me: I have made a secret door
Into the house of Ra and Tum,
Of Khephra and of Ahathoor.
I am Mage, O Heru,
The prophet use own name!
By Therion my breast I beat;
By Babalon I weave my spell.
Show thy star-splendour, O Nuit!
Bid me within thine House to dwell,
O wingéd snake of light, Hadit!
Abide with me, Ra-Hoor-Khuit!
Sealing in the Spirit—
Sound: Abrahadabra! (3x [11-fold, 7-fold, 5-fold])
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Initiation by the Solar Gods—
Say:
From the Abodes of Life, I conjure the Sun!
Sound:
A— Call for aid from all Realized Beings, the Ground of Being Itself and the Potential for

Enlightenment in all Beings. These arrive in the form of the Solar Gods: Khephra, the Beetle
in the East; Ra, the Hawk-headed Man in the South; Atum the Man in the West; Het-Hoor, the
Woman with Cow-horns and Solar Disk in the North; Heru-ra-ha in the form of the Winged
Disk in the Center (above). They each bear a crystal flask filled with glowing white nectar
formed from innumerable white letter ‘A’s, and array Themselves about Ra-Hoor-Khuit.

Sound:
A— They pour their nectar onto and through the top of His head, filling Him like a flask to overflowing.
The overflow becomes the Solar Disk on His head with the Uraeus Serpent erect within it.

Sound:
A— The God now initiated, the Solar Gods dissolve and pour themselves into the God, becoming
‘of one taste’ with Him and the image of which becomes alive and sparkling.

Greetings—Welcome Ra-Hoor-Khuit in whatever manner seems best to you.
Offerings—
Say:
May blessing now be poured To the Hawk-headed mystical Lord!
Say or Sing:
Had!—Re!—Nu! Abrahadabra! Ra-Hoor-Khu-it!
To you and all your host we offer:
Form, Sound, Smell, Taste, and Touch, The Whole of Space,
Father’s Milk and Mother’s Blood, the Fruit of Existence. Come and Enjoy!
Praise—
Say:
Thou! The Hawk-headed Lord of Silence and of Strength,
Thy nemmes shrouds the night blue sky
Thou! Crowned with Ra’s Face, the Solar Disk
Thou! Thy blazing crown empowered with the Emerald Uraeus
Thou! The Heart of the World girt with a Serpent
Thou! The God enthroned upon Ra’s seat lightening the girders of the Soul
Thou! Beyond Wisdom and Folly, beyond male and female.
Thou! Seated on the Invisible Throne, Thy words illumine the worlds!
Thou! Master of Majesty and Might
Thou! Beautiful and Joyous
Thou! Clothed with Victory and Splendour
Thou! Standing upon the Firm Foundation
Thou! Lord of Initiation! — All Praise and Honor to Thee!
For the Kingdom is Thine! Yea, the Kingdom is Thine!
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Vivid Appearance—
Review in detail the visualization. Say:

Ra-Hoor-Khuit has the head of a hawk and a human body with blue-black skin
He is crowned with the solar disk in which arises the emerald Uraeus
He wears the collar of the seven metals and twelve gems
He wears a white kilt, belted with gold, and his nemmes is sky-blue
He is seated on a 49-petaled red rose entwined with white jasmine
In his right hand is the Wast, the double scepter, while his left is empty

Recollection of Purity—
Recollect that the emblems and ornaments are displays of His innate qualities. Say:
His hawk head shows His consummate perspicacity
The solar disk, His compassionate, provident, and wrathful power
The emerald Uraeus, His relentless drive
His human body shows He has taken up the Middle Way
His blue-black skin shows His source in the Ground of Being,
The collar, His horizon being the Universe
The white kilt, His innate purity,
The gold belt, the fullness of His capabilities
The sky-blue nemmes, His view as wide as the sky
The rose & jasmine, the female & male potentials that give rise to His being
The scepter is His rulership of form while
His empty hand shows His rulership of the formless

Arousing the Heart—
Sound or Sing, repeating:
Aka dua / tuf ur biu / bia che fu / dudu nur af / an nuteru
Requesting Blessings and Removing Obstacles—
Chant:
Abrahadabra
Repeat one hundred times and radiate golden Wast Scepters throughout the
Cosmos. For blessing, see the heads of the Wasts entering in, enriching, and
empowering all beings. For removing obstacles, see the forked prongs at the lower
end destroying obstructions to the accomplishment of the wills of all beings.
Thanksgiving—Having invited and welcomed the Honored Guest, address Ra-Hoor-Khuit
from your heart and thank Him for His presence and many gifts, being as specific as you can.

Radiating Out and Gathering In-—
Sound:
AL— and the universe dissolves into the Form of RHK, forming a golden Sphere around the
Deity and you.

Sound:
AL— and the Form of RHK dissolves into the golden sphere.
Sound:
AL— and the golden sphere dissolves into your body. Rest—
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Arising in the body of Innate Union—
Arise again in our own forms, inseparable from RHK and the Ground, the Union of
Appearance and Openness, Saying:
There is success.
I am the Hawk-Headed Lord of Silence & of Strength;
my nemmes shrouds the night-blue sky.
Hail! ye twin warriors about the pillars of the world!
for your time is nigh at hand.
I am the Lord of the Double Wand of Power;
the wand of the Force of Coph Nia—
but my left hand is empty, for I have crushed an Universe;
& nought remains…
The ending of the words is the Word Abrahadabra…
This [working] is done and concealed. AUM Ha!
Sounding “AUM Ha!” release all attachment and rest in an uncontrived state of
mind.
Behavior after Transformation—
Say:
All form, energy, and thought
show forth primal, bornless presence.
May this play of manifestation develop
my body, speech, and mind.
Through this practice may I attain complete realization
and lead all living beings to also attain.
Earnest Wish—
Say:
May the Law of the Aeon,
beyond which there is none,
As open as the Star-lit Heaven, the Thelemic Way,
Guide all to the accomplishment of their True Wills,
the Great Work,
The Summum Bonum, True Wisdom and Perfect Happiness.
Dedication of Merit—
Say:
May the benefit of this act and all acts,
Be dedicated unto the Complete Liberation
and Supreme Enlightenment
Of all beings, everywhere, pervading space and time, so mote it be!
May the benefits of practice, mine and others’
come to fruition, ultimately and immediately
And I remain in the State of Presence. —A (sound Ah)
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